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Hello, my name is Greg Partyka and this is the extended version of the 2005 Spring
SEG Distinguished Lecture.
Even though the title of this presentation is Spectral Decomposition, the material
naturally breaks into two parts, and I have split the presentation into two slide sets:
•
•

Spectral Decomposition, and
Spectral Inversion,

a collaborative effort between myself, Michael Bush, Paul Garossino and Paul
Gutowski, which deals with some of the directions we've taken the spectral
decomposition technology over the last five or six years.
These directions and follow-up technologies allow us to very quickly use seismic to
characterize reservoirs both in a dynamic and static sense.
To set the stage of where we are heading with that second part of the talk, I have a
couple of slides that clarify the goals of these technologies: that is,
•
•
•

not to get at more highly resolved impedance profiles but rather
to very quickly enable accurate definition of the architecture of subsurface
layering so that we can get a better handle on the geological complexity...also
to very quickly enable the use of that derived geological model, without
upscaling, for dynamic flow simulation.

And so... really, the goal is to avoid a piece-wise linear type of work-flow that's shown
here on the screen, where
•
•
•

seismic imaging is done upfront,
followed by very detailed surface mapping, interpreting peaks, troughs, and
zero crossings and working with various attributes....
which then results in a detailed geological interpretation, and geologic model
building.

It becomes difficult for reservoir simulators to deal with that embedded detail, so we
often, or I should say pretty much always, have to upscale the geological model to a
reservoir model scale that a simulator can handle.
This upscaled model often loses much of the geological detail that was present before
upscaling....and at the end of the day when modeling for dynamic flow simulation, you
very often end up with history matching and predictions that don't quite match
reality.
How do you reconcile the differences between the predictions from the modeling and
what is actually observed from real field data? You often have to go back and
reconsider assumptions and work-flows, but you are not sure where the process
derailed; what part of this work-flow caused this mismatch between reality and
prediction to happen. At the end of the day, was the problem in the upscaling? Is that
where we lost detail?... or was it during the mapping? and/or geological
interpretation?... or even further up the chain during seismic imaging?
Rather than dealing with a linear work-flow such as this, what we are advocating is....

Moving toward concurrent investigations into seismic imaging, geological
interpretation and reservoir simulation....
Real-time analysis that reduce uncertainty, dead ends, and cycle time.

Spectral decomposition related technologies are helping us move in this direction.
We now have more than 60 to 70 case histories where we go from project proposal to
static and/or dynamic characterization in a day.
We start with a prediction of reservoir architecture, i.e. a layering scheme of
subsurface. Then, using that 3-D distribution of reservoir architecture as reservoir
model at that derived scale, proceed with fluid flow simulation to investigate
scenarios that involve different production and injector well placement. You then endup revealing a dynamic view of connectivity, with the baffles, seals, bottlenecks,
paths of least resistance exposed within the seismically derived reservoir
architecture.
At BP, we have coined the terms TuningCubetm for the spectral composition part of
the work-flow, StratCubetm for work-flows associated with getting at the layering
architecture from that spectral decomposition, and FlowCubetm for the subsequent
fluid flow simulation work.
So with that, I'm going to start with the spectral decomposition piece of the
presentation.

To set the stage, here is a cross section of quite good quality seismic data from
onshore US.

In this case the bandwidth of usable signal is approximately 10-to-60Hz.
When you overlay a gamma-ray log, shown in yellow over the top of that seismic cross
section, you find the gamma ray exposes beds that are at least an order of magnitude
thinner than what the seismic can resolve.
When you take a 150 millisecond time window, shown here in green, and zoom in to
show more detail over just that 150 milliseconds, you find that the gamma-ray log
actually contains even more detailed bedding information; information that was not
recognized on the left display because the rasterization on the screen did not allow
the detail be exposed to that scale. So really, the message here is that:
•

seismic data is rarely dominated by simple blocky reflections.

In addition,
•

true geological boundaries rarely follow along exact peaks, troughs and zero
crossings.

Those peaks, troughs and zero crossing get us "close", roughly conformable to the
geology, but they are rarely true bed tops or bed bottoms or bed middles.

To address some of these seismic resolution issues, various people have come up with
various schemes to help us understand limits of resolution and detection.
Two of such classic papers come from Widess, in his article "How Thin is a Thin Bed"
and Kallweit and Wood, in their article "The Limits of Resolution of Zero Phase
Wavelets".
In their discussions, they point out something called the "Tuning Thickness". To
illustrate, they incorporate wedge modeling, and so they have this wedge of material
that is one impedance inside a background of different impedance. This is shown here
as a reflectivity model of zero thickness on the left and 50 milliseconds on the right.
The spike at the top is a negative spike; the spike at the bottom is positive spike.
When you filter this wedge model with a wavelet (in this case it is just an Ormsby
wavelet with 8, 10, 40 and 50Hz corner frequencies, so approximately 9 to 45 hertz
bandwidth), you introduce interference.
This happens because you are limiting the bandwidth of signal content that is
available for you to use, and when you do, you find that when the wedge is thick, such
as on the right hand side, you can pick the trough at the top and the peak at the
bottom and then can infer thickness from the peak to trough time separation. As the
wedge thins, interference becomes an issue and you pass through what is called

"Tuning Thickness". When you go beyond the Tuning Thickness to thinner beds, the
peak to trough time separation does not help you to determine temporal thickness.
No matter how you pick the trough and the peak, you cannot infer thickness, because
thickness remains the same from seismic. So rather than using the peak to trough
time separation you can use amplitude as it decays from this tuning thickness to zero
thickness.
You can then build up a chart like is shown on the right hand side, where the
temporal thickness runs along the horizontal axis. In green, is the peak-to-trough time
separation, which gives you a nice indication of thickness to the tuning thickness
point indicated by the yellow line. When the bed becomes thinner than the tuning
thickness, you can use amplitude of the trough or the peak and its decay as a
measure of thickness.
If you had a different wavelet on here, it would change the position of the tuning
thickness.
For instance, with higher frequency content, say 100Hz, this yellow line would move
further to the left. I.e. more of that wedge would be resolved.
With lower frequency content, say 20Hz on the upper end, the yellow line would move
further to the right, and less of the wedge would be resolved.

Spectral decomposition addresses some of these same concerns and tries to get at
thickness variability and layering architecture, but it does so using amplitude spectra.
It is analogous to what we do in remote sensing.
In remote sensing we use sub-bands of substantially higher electro-magnetic
frequencies to map interference at the surface of the earth; interference between the
air and moisture content, cultural data, soil, vegetation, and so on.
In spectral decomposition we use much lower seismic frequencies and we are looking
at interference in the sub-surface of the earth; interference caused by a variable rock
mass. In other words variations in rock mass impedance caused by variable pressure,
fluids, lithology, and so on.

Spectral decomposition allows us to view subsurface seismic interference in the form
of amplitude maps at discrete frequency components.
For example, here is a traditional, full-bandwidth view of the Pleistocene-age
equivalent of the Mississippi river channel, extracted from a 3-D seismic volume...

We can instead, look at amplitude at a discrete frequency, such as for instance here,
where we are looking at the same zone-of-interest as in the preceding slide, but now
displaying amplitude corresponding to 16Hz.
This spectral decomposition map shows substantially more detail and fidelity than the
full-bandwidth extraction. We will come back to this example later in the
presentation, after reviewing some cartoons that cover aspects of the frequency
domain that help us interpret in presence of interference.

To start with, here is a slide that illustrates the convolutional model. The seismic
trace, shown on the right, is made up of (in simplest cartoon form) three components:
•
•
•

reflectivity, which contains the impedance and layering content,
the wavelet which is convolved with the reflectivity, and
noise, which in this case is shown as a low random level.

We transform each one of these components to the frequency domain. That
transformation is shown directly below.
Geophysicists have used long window transforms for a very long time, because they
find that the spectrum of the long window is a good approximation of the amplitude
spectrum of the wavelet.
The reason that happens, is because when you take a long window of geology, and
that geology contains a large variety of reflections spike sizes and also a wide variety
of bed thicknesses, you end up with a smooth spectrum. When you have a smooth
spectrum, convolution with a wavelet (multiplication in the frequency domain)
produces something that approximates the shape of the wavelet.
When you look at this geological content/reflectivity in the frequency domain, note
that it has a blue spectral color. In other words, it exhibits higher amplitude at higher
frequencies and lower amplitude at lower frequencies. If you were to take that same
geology and represent it not by reflection spikes but by impedance...

The geological content remains the same, but, when you represent the contrasts by
impedance rather than reflectivity you find that the spectrum remains smoothly

varying, but it now has a red spectral color: It is rich in low frequencies and poor in
high frequencies.
The important take-away here is that whether you represent the geological content in
the form of reflectivity or impedance, the geologic content remains the same.
Reflectivity exhibits a blue spectrum.
Impedance exhibits a red spectrum.
Neither of these are white, and
Both are equally correct.
We will revisit this concept later on in the presentation.

If you examine a short window instead of a long window, you no longer have the
spectral statistics coming from a large variety of bed thicknesses and a large variety
of impedance contrasts.
A short analysis window targets a very ordered layering.
When you transform a short window seismic trace, it is once again made up of various
components; the key ones being
•
•
•

impedance contrasts,
wavelet, and
noise.

Because you are targeting a specific ordering of a few layers and their associated
impedance contrasts, the spectrum is no longer as smooth. It exhibits interference notches in the spectrum; interference patterns that can be thought of as fingerprints,
that are characteristic of what's happening inside the window.
You still have the wavelet.
You still have some kind of noise. Here, because we are dealing with cartoons, I show
the same noise as I did for the long window case, even though in a short window that
noise will exhibit different characteristics.
At the end of the day, you are faced with something that has a wavelet overprint, but
within that overprint, a pattern of interference that can be used to characterize the
distribution of impedance contrasts.

Let's now look at the simplest case of a source wavelet, and its interaction with one
thin bed of lower impedance material embedded in a background of higher
impedance material.
The source wavelet has a certain spectrum of amplitude versus frequency.
When you send that wavelet into the ground, you'll get a reflection off the top of that
thin bed.
Because the top of that bed is a transition from higher to lower impedance material,
the reflection will be of opposite polarity to what you put in.
The energy continues down and also reflects from the bottom of the thin bed. This
second transition is from a soft material to a harder material, and you therefore end
up with a reflection that this time exhibits the same polarity as your input.
This second reflection is time delayed because of the additional travel time in the thin
bed.
When you add these two reflections together you get the composite interfered
reflection.
When you compute the amplitude spectrum of this composite reflection, you get a
wavelet overprint and within that overprint, for a simple bed, you will see a notching
pattern in the spectrum.
The period of the notching is inversely proportional to the temporal thickness of the
bed.
The thicker the bed the closer together the notches in the spectrum.

Now, extending this concept to a wedge model (once again our zero to 50 millisecond
thickness case of a wedge)... Here we have one trace for every thickness from 0 to 50

milliseconds, going from left to right.
Examining short windows around that unfiltered wedge and calculating their
amplitude spectra, you end up with the image shown below.
The vertical axis is now frequency, 0 to 250Hz, rather than travel-time.
The gray scale represents amplitude: white is high amplitude, black is low amplitude.
Here are those notches we were talking about: the first notch, second notch, third
notch, etc...and what you see is that inverse relationship between temporal thickness
and the period of notching.
Where the wedge is 50 milliseconds thick, shown by the red line, one over 0.05 is
20Hz, and you get a notch every 20Hz.
Here in blue, where the wedge is 10 milliseconds thick, one over 0.01 is 100Hz, and
you get a notch every 100Hz.
Now, looking at the 10ms and 50ms spectra in chart form...

Here we are looking at amplitude versus frequency for a given thickness.
Please notice that the frequency position of the first spectral maximum corresponds
to the Tuning Frequency as defined by Widess, and Kallweit & Wood.
In other words, the 50ms bed, being thicker, requires much less resolving power, and
is "resolved" at a lower, 10Hz Tuning Frequency, than the thinner 10ms bed, which
requires significantly more resolving power, a 50Hz Tuning Frequency to be resolved.

What is interesting, is that you can also slice this frequency information horizontally,
along the thickness axis...and this is where things get more interesting.
Previously you might say; "Well, I don't have 250Hz of signal in my data. I might have

10, 20 or 30Hz, and if I'm fortunate maybe 50 or 60Hz of signal".
When you slice across this frequency representation horizontally, even lower
frequencies show a characteristic behavior with respect to thickness.
The 10Hz signal for instance, is highlighted in blue.
The 50Hz signal is identified by the red line.
What you quickly realize is that even at 10Hz you can see a ramping up of amplitude
from left to right, an effect that allows you to infer temporal thickness variability from
10Hz amplitude alone. Likewise at 50Hz you see a variation in amplitude.
In comparison to the 10Hz signal however, at 50Hz, the amplitude exhibits periodic
notching much like you observed in the previous slide, but whereas the previous slide
showed that notching along the frequency axis, this slide shows that notching along
the thickness axis.

Here we see the chart form of those 10 and 50hz spectral components.
The previous chart that we looked at showed amplitude versus frequency for a given
temporal thickness. This chart swaps the frequency and thickness axes...so now we
are looking at amplitude versus temporal thickness for a given frequency.
The first peak spectral amplitude once again ties-back to our discussion about
Widess, and Kallweit and Wood.... but when looking that the information in this form,
this first peak spectral amplitude corresponds to the Tuning Thickness rather than
the Tuning Frequency.
In other words, the 50Hz signal has significantly more resolving power than the 10Hz
signal, and can therefore resolve a significantly thinner bed than the 10Hz signal:
10ms versus 50ms.
To illustrate this further, let's go back to that filtered wedge that had 9 to 45 Hz
bandwidth.

Here on the bottom right, are the amplitude spectra computed for each of the traces
shown in the upper right.
The vertical axis spans 0 to 125Hz, but you now notice that the notching pattern you
saw on the previous slide is visible only over the frequency extents spanned by the
wavelet.
Since we only have 9 to 45 Hz of signal bandwidth, this is like having a 9 to 45 Hz
window into the signal content you saw in the previous slide.
Everything beyond the green line, i.e. beyond 45Hz, has been filtered out by the
wavelet.
Likewise, everything below the other green line, i.e. below 9 Hz has also been filtered
out.
Here, shown by the blue line is the first spectral maximum.
Where that first spectral maximum hits the wall, that is, where no more signal is to be
had - that is equivalent to the Tuning Frequency as defined by Widess, Kallweit &
Wood.
So you can imagine that if you had less signal bandwidth, say only 20Hz on the high
end, the green line would move toward lower frequencies, and you would see much
less of the signal content.
You would be sensing the wall sooner, and less of the wedge would be resolved.
Speaking of Tuning Thickness...this is probably a good time as any to detour, and
spend a few minutes talking about interference, and how changes in pore content can
change the interference, and therefore the instantaneous and dominant frequency in
a zone of interest.

There has been much written about spectral decomposition as a direct hydrocarbon
indicator, and it's ability to detect low frequency shadows. Attenuation does exist, and
is observed, but before jumping to conclusions regarding the presence of attenuation,
please also keep in mind the possibility of interference. Interference is often a first
order effect. Consider for example a single, blocky, low impedance, brine-filled
reservoir layer, embedded in a higher impedance background material.
What happens if we replace the brine with lower impedance hydrocarbon?
The time-thickness will increase.
The reflection strength will increase.
Well.... increasing the temporal thickness...

Is analogous to moving along the wedge from a thinner layer to a thicker layer...and
as such the thicker, hydrocarbon-filled layer (given the wavelet shape shown above)
will exhibit, in the 0-to-35ms temporal thickness range, a lower dominant frequency
than the thinner, brine filled layer.
Here on the right, you see that spectral response from a filtered wedge...and
On the left, the instantaneous frequency expression of that filtered wedge.
Both the instantaneous frequency display and the spectral response illustrate the
interference anomaly.
Attenuation can and does occur, but interference is a first order effect, and it is
important to consider interference before jumping to conclusions regarding
attenuation as the cause of a frequency anomaly.

In practice the way we use these spectral decomposition concepts, is as follows.
We start with a seismic volume.
We interpret some rough guide horizon that is conformable to the zone of interest.
We then subset a short window slab around our zone of interest; a slab that follows
stratigraphy.
At this point, we have a short time window around our zone of interest and each short
time window is transformed to frequency...just like we did for the wedge model.
You end up with a slab of data that has the same (x,y) extents, but the vertical axis is
now changed from travel time to frequency.
We can look at this information either in cross section view or plan view.
We call such data a TuningCubetm.

Thinking back to the cartoons of the convolutional model, this TuningCubetm contains
three main components.
It contains bed interference (the part that we are really interested in
uncovering).
It also contains noise, and
It contains the seismic wavelet and color.
By "colour", I am referring to what we talked about previously as being the red
spectral color of impedance or the blue spectral color of reflectivity.
Since we are interested mostly in the bed interference, we would like to minimize the
effects of the other two components.
As it turns out, there is an easy way to minimize the effect of the seismic wavelet and
spectral color just from the statistical content the data.

If you were to take a TuningCubetm and split out each map one at a time, from low
frequency to high frequency, what you would find is that the amplitude maps at the
very low frequencies appear very dim, because the wavelet has very little energy at
the low frequencies.
Likewise, if you look at maps at the high frequencies, those maps appear dim because
of the low amplitude at the high end of the filter/wavelet.
Somewhere in the middle of the frequency range, you will have some dominant
frequency where the maps are most bright.
The frequency at which such brightening occurs, is controlled by the dominant
frequency of the wavelet...and such positioning of dominant frequency will vary from
dataset to dataset.
To remove effects of the wavelet and spectral colour, all we do is take each these
maps, one-by-one, from low to high frequency, and determine the medium amplitude
in each map. We then scale each map, based on that median amplitude, to a target
median amplitude level.
This allows each map to be scaled up to an equivalent level, and as such each
frequency component to speak with an equal strength voice.

Let's look at an animation of a TuningCubetm before doing the spectral balancing
(white is high amplitude, black is low amplitude).
Here is an animation from low to high frequency every 2Hz from 0 to 100Hz.
The TuningCubetm was computed for a window extracted along a zone of interest that
follows stratigraphy.

What you find is that when you get to the very high frequencies you end up with very
dim maps because the wavelet has very little energy at those high frequencies.
Likewise you see very dim maps at very low frequencies because there is very little
energy at those low frequencies.
As the animation approaches the dominant frequency of the wavelet, you see
brightening. So the overriding thing you see in this animation is the shape and of the
wavelet; a shape that overprints the animation.

If we look at the same animation after doing the spectral balancing, each component
of frequency is speaking with an equal strength voice.
The spectral balancing has raised each map to the same level and dynamic range.
At high frequencies you will see more noise because the signal-to-noise ratio is
poorer. At some point the noise becomes predominant and takes over. At 80Hz for
example, you see this ringing in the upper-left for instance. That ringing is an artifact
from a migration operator responding to a salt dome in the northwest area of the
map.
What is nice, is that after the spectral balancing, you are no longer limited to seeing
what's happening just near the dominant frequency portion of the bandwidth. The
spectral balancing process allows every frequency to be exposed.
Plus, you have accomplished this without having to deal with detailed
shaping/matching to well-log data. You have exposed the signal via amplitude
statistics from the seismic zone of interest.
When doing this type of analysis, people are often very surprised that they have
frequency content in their time data beyond what they previously thought they had.
Spectral balancing is a key step in spectral decomposition work-flows.

And here are the median amplitude scalars associated with that last example.
The dominant frequency here is approx 25Hz, and hence the smallest amplitude
scalar occurs at that frequency.
By simply plotting the inverse of the scalar...

We end up with a picture of the "wavelet overprint+colour"
...with now the dominant frequency showing up as a high value.

Referencing back to the convolutional model:
After spectral balancing, the wavelet shape and spectral colour for the zone-of-

interest is removed. What are left behind are the bed interference and noise, plus any
residual wavelet and colour characteristics that deviated away from the median
shape.

And so, in addition to amplitude spectra being phase independent, there is the added
benefit that spectral balancing brings: whether the incoming data is red, as in
impedance, blue as in reflectivity or some other shape, spectral balancing leaves
behind the white bed interference and noise.

Before heading into examples of this technology in action, let's spend a few minutes
on some considerations - The first one being analysis window size. For typical
bandwidths such as say 5-to-30-to-60Hz, we commonly use window lengths that are
80-to-150ms. It is important to use a window length that is long enough that it
captures the tuned waveform, but not so long that it captures too much geologic
content making it too difficult to unravel the inherent interference complexity.
This slide shows cross-sections through TuningCubetms computed from a real dataset.
The horizontal axis is "x", and the vertical axis is frequency, from 0 to 60Hz. White is
high amplitude, black is low amplitude.
Each one of these strips corresponds to a different window length centered on the
same zone of interest, from 4ms at the top, to 40ms, 80ms, 96ms, and 300ms at the
bottom
On the extreme short side, the 4ms window length is a single sample window. In that
case, you end up with the transform of a spike, which is a level in frequency...so each
trace exhibits the same amplitude across all frequencies. In this case, you have not

gained any value via spectral decomposition. You have not captured or revealed any
interference. What you have done, is equivalent to extracting a conventional fullbandwidth amplitude at the sample, and repeated that same amplitude at all
frequencies. If you were to animate through the resulting TuningCubetm, you would
see the same map repeated at all frequencies.
As you enlarge the window you start to see variations along the frequency axis. At
40ms, there are still quite a few traces that are mono-amplitude, but by the time you
get to 80 or 96ms, you are picking up the type of interference information that you
would like to see.
A 300ms window in this case spans so much content that it becomes difficult to use.

Ultimately, the choice of analysis window length will depend on two factors:
•
•

available signal bandwidth, and
temporal thickness to be imaged.

Higher frequencies will allow you to shorten the analysis window length and still
reveal the inherent interference.
For example having 40-to-60hz on the high end, will allow you to use a 70-to-100ms
analysis window length.
Decreasing the signal bandwidth to 20-to-30hz on the high end will require enlarging
the window length to the 140-to-200ms range.
In addition to the available bandwidth, the other question that is important to keep in
mind is: "What temporal thicknesses am I trying to image?"
If the layers in the zone-of-interest are 120ms thick for example, a 100ms window will
not be long enough to capture the interference associated with such thick layers.

A question that often crops up at this point is: "Why would you want to capture such
spectra at a fine sample rate such as for example 1 or 2Hz, when the spectral shape
can be adequately represented by only a few samples?"
For example, a 80ms analysis window sampled at 4ms will result in just a couple of
handfuls of samples in the frequency domain, distributed between 0 and Nyquist.
The reason is that even though the amplitude spectra are very smoothly varying along
the frequency axis, a subtle change in temporal thickness or impedance contrast
results in a subtle change in the spectrum.

Capturing finely sampled spectra, allows you to view those subtle geologic variations,
facilitates determination of exact frequencies at which features tune in and tune out,
and ease the interpretation task.
Consider for example two positions A and B that are geologically almost identical,
with position B slightly thicker than position A. A fine-grained (I.e. finely sampled)
view of the interference pattern facilitates visual recognition of the exact frequency
at which tuning occurs.
This concept is directly analogous to residual statics. In residual statics work, even
though the sample rate is for instance 4ms, fractional sub-sample shifts are required.
Likewise in the frequency domain, even though you can represent a spectrum with
coarse sampling, a fine sample interval allows you to capture exact tuning
information.

Another consideration is that strong amplitude events dominate the spectrum. For
example here on the left is a seismic trace that contains a strong coal reflection.
Whether we use a shorter window...

or longer analysis window, it is that strong reflection, albeit overprinted by the
wavelet, that controls the shape of the spectrum. The longer window appears more
"detailed", but the dominant tuning information remains the same, and tells us about
the layer interference of the coal stacking pattern.
It was such observations that originally led to the development of spectral
decomposition as an interpretation tool.
When I was working at Amoco Canada in Calgary in the late 80s, we were using 2D
data. One of the first steps before proceeding with seismic interpretation, was to
shape the wavelets on a line-by-line basis, to a consistent spectral shape. We found
that it was very important to stay away from the coal reflections when doing such
spectral matching/shaping because the spectra from the coal reflections showed us as
much or more about the coals than about the wavelet we were after. So the thought
was, if a short window around the coals tells us something about the coals, then why
don't we see if a short window around a target zone-of-interest tells us something
about that zone-of-interest.

So here is a 2-D example from 1992 of that type of early attempt at using spectra to
help us characterize the geology. Here are some of those highly reflective coals that
we stayed away when determining the operator for wavelet shaping. Down below is
the zone of interest - a Devonian age reef build-up. This is a dip line that spans from
the low-reef, to high reef, good porosity zone, fair porosity zone, and the tight reef
zone.
So we computed amplitude spectra for each short window trace centered on the zoneof-interest.

Here on the right are those spectra, with frequency as the vertical axis. White and
yellow are low amplitude. Blue and red are high amplitude. And sure enough, you see
interference caused by the good and fair porosity. The 21-to-25Hz frequency
components are tuning out in the porous areas. For QC and calibration, we went back
to the well-log data the intersected this line, and created a 2-D stratigraphic seismic
model, then repeated the spectral decomposition exercise on that model. Sure
enough, the modeled porous zone exhibited that same tuning out at the expected
frequencies. Early examples such as this gave us hope that this technique would
prove useful.

In preparation for the next example, the Pleistocene equivalent of the Mississippi
River channel example that we briefly referred to near the beginning of the
presentation, lets look at a simple channel cross section.
If you take simple channel cross section, you can think of that as a wedge model and
its mirror image, back to back.
You can create the same back-to-back view of the frequency domain response.
What you find is when you animate from low to high frequency, amplitude contours
move in map form from the thickest portions of the channel toward the thinnest
portions of the channel.
In other words, at lower frequencies you will first encounter, for example, this notch
in the thickest part of the channel.
That notch will move to the outside with increasing frequency. So, animating through
a TuningCubetm from low to high frequency will cause amplitude contours to move
from thick to thin.

Here is that example we looked at briefly earlier in the presentation.
It is an extraction of full bandwidth, phase independent amplitude along a horizon
conformable to stratigraphy.
White is high amplitude; black is low amplitude.
This is a pretty good quality conventional amplitude map.
You are seeing lots of features here.
The main trunk channel in the upper left... some nicely defined trunk channels
throughout.... A point bar... a channel complex.
In the lower right there is a fault that runs east west, which maybe isn't imaged quite

as well as it could be.
There is also this channel A which maybe isn't as clear as it could be.
Now, rather than looking at this as a single full bandwidth image, ...if you look at a
TuningCubetm...

Here we are animating every 2Hz, from 0 to 60 Hz, and what you'll notice is that the
main trunk channel in the upper left, appears fairly homogeneous at low frequencies,
then a notch develops and moves toward the outside as you animate from lower to
higher frequency.
A similar movement of contours can be observed in other parts of the channelization
and at the point bar...where once again, the notch moves from the center to the
outside.
This east-west fault in the lower right is nicely imaged at lower frequencies over in
the most eastern portion, but toward the west, it is better imaged at higher
frequencies.
As it turns out, the layering that is present in the zone of interest, tunes at a lower
frequency in the east and is able to expose that faulting there much more adequately,
versus to the west where it tunes in at a higher frequency. It therefore exposes the
faulting toward the west much better at the higher frequencies.
Channel A tunes in at low frequencies in the very north end, and tunes in toward the
south at progressively higher frequencies. By the time you get to the very high
frequencies it tunes out in the north, relative to the background.... so you've actually
moved past the first spectral maximum and into the spectral notch.
From this movement of contours you can say that this channel A is thinning from
north to the south.
If you compare for example this north south channel, and the way it tunes in and out,
to the full bandwidth traditional amplitude extraction, you can see that it does not
show up clearly on the full bandwidth amplitude map.
The reason it does not show up clearly on the full bandwidth conventional mapping
method is that you have summed together amplitude content all the way from low to
high frequency and that bandwidth summation is destructive to the anomaly.
If something tunes in at lower frequencies, and tunes out at higher frequencies,
summing together the frequency components will destroy the tuning anomaly, much
like in the case of AVO...

For example, if you have the case of one polarity at near offset, and the opposite
polarity at higher angles of incidence.
When you stack the full angle range, you destroy the AVO anomaly.
So it is very important to keep in mind that tuning out is just as important as tuning
in.

Here is one way to view multiple frequency components without animating. It is a
Red-Green-Blue (RGB) blend of three frequency components. It does not take the
place of the full bandwidth of information that is contained in a TuningCubetm, but it
does provide a way to quickly view multiple frequency components, and can allow
fast recognition and interpretation of geologic heterogeneity. In this case Blue
represents 16Hz amplitude, Green represents 26Hz amplitude, and Red represents
36Hz amplitude.... and so you can recognize some of those tuning patterns we
observed in the previous animation.... such as for example the thicker lower
frequency zone near the centers of the channels. Also, please notice the east-west
fault. The geology on either side of the fault in the east, tunes in at lower frequencies,
and in the west, tunes in at higher frequencies. Also, channel A changes in colour
from north to south, becoming less blue and more yellow, indicating temporal
thinning toward the south.

We've talked a lot about amplitude spectra, but when you transform from time to
frequency domain, you can also capture phase spectra.
I am not going to spend too much on the phase, but wanted to mention that phase is
very useful for imaging lateral discontinuities - both structural and stratigraphic.
This example illustrates why you might consider using phase.
Here is an amplitude map at 35Hz. Your eyes are automatically drawn to this valley
fill that contains bright reflections.... But, there are also faults that cut across this
valley that maybe aren't as easy to see on the amplitude because of the overwhelming
high amplitudes that draw your eye to the valley fill.
When you look at phase at that same 35Hz, you find that the phase information cuts
through the reflection strength, and exposes lateral discontinuities associated with
both structure and stratigraphy. Note the faults here, and also the discontinuities
associated with the meanders associated with the valley-fill.
The absolute value of the phase is immaterial because phase in this case is
referenced to the top of the analysis window.
Whether the color is blue or whether it is red, black or white is immaterial.
What matters is where in plan view, the phase response becomes unstable. This tells
you something about the lateral discontinuities.
One thing to note, is that it is important to use a wrap color bar because it is a
wrapped phase we are displaying.
You will want to make sure to use the same colour at the +/-180 degree wrap position
to not artificially impose a colour discontinuity.

Here is another example of spectral decomposition, this time from Azerbaijan. Here

on the left is a conventional full bandwidth amplitude extraction. The dashed blue line
represents the interpreted oil-water contact before well E was drilled. Subsequent
drilling indicated compartmentalization via variations in the water level from well to
well. It was difficult to explain and characterize the water level fluctuations using the
full bandwidth information. The team turned to spectral decomposition, and here is a
28hz amplitude map from the resulting TuningCubetm. The additional fidelity
revealed compartments and much easier to interpret water levels, that when
integrated with the well information, provided an explanation for the well
observations. As always, it was important to look at more than just one frequency
component. For example, please note the dim area in the north part of the reservoir.
Looking at the 28hz amplitude alone, you may think that this lack of amplitude is
caused by lack of reservoir, when in fact this is an area of thicker reservoir with
steeper dips that tunes out at this higher frequency.

In this area, the spectral decomposition also proved very useful for revealing faults.
Running window, mono-frequency volumes, particularly at low frequencies, where
signal-to-noise was the greatest, were very helpful in this regard.

Here is another example, this time from offshore Africa, where we blended three
frequency components: 40, 50, and 60Hz as Blue-Green-Red.
The dominant frequency of this dataset was approximately 20-to-25Hz, but spectral
balancing showed that there was good usable signal content all the way up to
approximately 60Hz.
Since this channel thins to the north, exposing that higher frequency content made it

possible to interpret this north end.
Blending the color in this manner allows you to superimpose multiple frequency
components.
Another reason to include this example is to illustrate that without detailed picking of
peaks, troughs, or zero-crossings, you can get at very good stratigraphic detail.
It would take a lot of time plus be very difficult to pick through such a discontinuous
geological section.
In this case such difficult picking was not necessary at all. We simply hung an
analysis window off of an easy to pick and track seismic event, located directly below,
and conformable to the zone of interest.
In this display the window is hung 80ms above the picked horizon.
Now, without doing any additional event picking, we can offset this window to a
different position ...

So in this case, if you look 40ms deeper, you find yourself imaging (with no additional
picking) the underlying valley that controlled the later deposition of that sinuous
channel.

You can then start playing games such as superimposing three different levels using
different colors, so that you can image and unravel the geological history for this
entire zone.
Red here, shows the shallow sinuous channel deposition.
Green and blue allow you to look progressively deeper into the valley fill.

From here let's turn to a review of a general spectral decomposition work-flow,
applicable for qualitative heterogeneity mapping.
There are three main steps:
1) Reconnaissance TuningCubetm: This first step gets you in the ballpark. At
this stage, you may know neither exactly the size of the required analysis
window, nor the exact position of the analysis window. The goal for this step is
to examine if the zone-of-interest exhibits any interesting geological features,
and if so, at what frequency components.
2) Running-window spectral decomposition: This second step allows you to
examine maps of amplitude at useful frequencies identified in step #1, both
shallower and deeper than the horizon based center time used for step #1.
3) Targeted TuningCubetm: In this step you make use of what you learned in
step #2, to design an appropriate analysis window length, taper, and position to
specifically target the full bandwidth of content revealed in step #2.

Before proceeding, it is important to interpolate the guide horizon through any
breaks and/or faults. Wherever a break in the horizon occurs, the spectral
decomposition will not be able to reveal content. Beaks and/or faults will therefore
imprint themselves on the resulting spectral decomposition. It is preferable too allow
the spectral decomposition to reveal breaks and/or faults rather than subjectively
imprinting a preconceived notion of where they occur.

With an interpolated guide horizon, we proceed with a reconnaissance TuningCubetm,
to determine if the zone-of-interest exhibits any interesting morphology that could
possibly help with the seismic interpretation. Make sure to use a fairly long analysis
window - a window that is long enough to reveal tuning information. For bandwidths
that extend up to say 20-to-60Hz on the high end, a window length somewhere
between 100 and 200ms should suffice. The lower the high end of usable signal, the
longer the required analysis window.
Since at this stage we do not know the exact position to focus our analysis, it is
prudent to use a fairly flat taper such as for example a 10-or-20% cosine. A 20%
cosine for instance, will pass the middle 80% of the analysis window untouched into
the transform.
It is important to capture frequency content significantly beyond what you think you
have. Very often there will be useful signal content at frequencies beyond the
dominant frequency of the wavelet. Remember that spectral balancing will expose all
frequencies, and will reveal at what frequency the transition from signal to noise
occurs...if you capture a wide enough bandwidth of information to reveal it.
Also, make sure to capture a fine (1Hz for example) frequency interval. Remember
that subtle changes in temporal thickness will result in subtle shifts in spectral shape.
Such behaviour will be easier to recognize in a TuningCubetm animation that is finely
sampled.
Once the TuningCubetm is computed, QC the results in cross-section views to makesure that the analysis window length was long enough, then animate through the
maps, to determine which frequencies imaged feature of interest.
Select a few key frequency components for use in step #2.

Now that we have identified a few key frequencies that image features of interest, we
proceed with a running window spectral decomposition.
In this step we select a zone extending from reasonably far above to reasonable far
below your zone of interest, and generate a running window decomposition at the
frequencies chosen in step #1.
We therefore end up with time volumes, one-per chosen frequency that allow us to
investigate imaging potential as we move shallower or deeper from the guide horizon
level.
In contrast to the reconnaissance TuningCubetm, here, it is important to localize the
decomposition about each time position. As such, it is preferable to use as short an
analysis window as possible, but long enough to reveal tuning. Remember that we
wish to avoid a flat looking spectrum with the same amplitude repeated at all
frequencies.
Also, since localization is key, in contrast to step #1 where we used a cosine taper
that had a flat pass length; here it is preferable to focus the analysis on the center of
the analysis window. A Gaussian taper focuses on the middle third of the window, and
is therefore preferable.
After computation, you can animate up and down (relative to the guide horizon)
through the running window volumes to examine signal leakage from zone-to-zone. In
other words, how far you have to move up and down in time before the effects of a
given event are no longer obvious in the map image.
You can then determine appropriate position, length and tapering of windows for
targeted TuningCubetm analysis.

In this step, we use what we have learned in step #2 to target specific geological
features of interest with fit-for-purpose analysis windows.

Here is an example from Brazil with multiple zones of interest: Segment A and
Segment B

This is an average amplitude extraction along segment A, showing a dim shale filled
channel and sandier, brighter levee deposition.

This is an RGB TuningCubetm blend of 12hz, 22hz, and 32hz amplitude. Much as the

previous Gulf of Mexico example showed, the blend of colours indicates relative
temporal thickness in the levees.

The TuningCubetm shows the amplitude contours moving from thick to thin, and
facilitates qualitative heterogeneity mapping.

The running window spectral decomposition on the other hand allows you to examine
geologic history by moving up (shallower) or down (deeper) relative to the guide
horizon.

One last example.
Interpretation tools are constantly evolving. Here for example is a screen capture
showing 3-D morphology, where spectral decomposition was used to track and reveal
bodies. In this case, progressively higher frequencies allowed tracking of
progressively thinner bodies.

At this point I'm going to switch gears and talk about spectral inversion and the
collaborative work with Michael Bush, Paul Garossino and Paul Gutowski.

What we are talking about here, is the inversion of the spectral interference pattern
that is exposed via methods we saw in the first part of the talk.
The ability to use that interference pattern to recognize, fingerprint, and identify the
layering pattern that causes it to happen.
This allows us to quantitatively characterize reflective boundaries and thicknesses of
layers.
We have more than 60 cases with BP over the last five years, and I have a few
examples with me to show you as part of this slide-set.
One of the things that is important to mention, is that we are able to turn such
layering predictions around very quickly, on the order of 24 hours
from project proposal,
to prediction of layering (which we call StratCubetm),
to fluid flow simulation (which we call FlowCubetm).

There are several useful by-products of such characterization, including reflective
facies identification and reflective net, or net-to-gross.

When considering such attributes, it is important to understand what the seismic data
is responding to.
Consider for example the simple case of a lithology distributed within another
lithology, with gas, oil and brine filling different portions of the pore space.
Depending what the seismic is responding to, the layering solution characterizes any
number of possible components, such as lithology, brine, gas, oil, hydrocarbons, pore
volume, an unaccounted for material...or something completely different.
If AVO characteristics provides discrimination in regard to fluid or lithology
discrimination, the interpreter can first process the incoming data to preferentially
image the rock or fluid properties, then perform a StratCubetm characterization of
the resulting seismic imaging.

When considering net-to-gross, it is important to define what you mean by net-togross.
For example here are examples of 10-to-90% net-to-gross, where black represents 0%
and white represents 100% net-to-gross.
The same net-to-gross values could just as easily be represented by a layered system.

Such as this for example.
Once again the strips show 10-to-90% net-to-gross.... but using a much different
layered definition.

On of the important considerations is distribution.
Is distribution within the gross container important?
If not, then traditional net-to-gross attribute maps are adequate.
If distribution is important, such as for the characterization of flow and storage unit
architecture or building reservoir models, then distribution becomes important.
Here for example are just a few ways to represent 50% net-to-gross.

OK, so back to wedge models for a second.
In the earlier part of the talk we talked about a very specific case of a wedge, where
you had zero thickness on the left, and in this case 200 milliseconds on the right.
That specific case involved a wedge that is filled-in with one material.
Well... what happens if we treat the wedge as a gross container, and fill that gross
container with different numbers of layers, distributions of layers, or different traveltime net-to-gross?
In light of the previous few slides, it is important to point out that the net-to-gross
value we are talking about here, is not the same net-to-gross that petrophysicists or
well-log analysts talk about. Net-to-gross in this case in represents the ratio of travel
time within the reflective material versus travel-time through the gross package.
In other words, it is the ratio of travel-time in the white reflective material versus the
total travel-time in the gross container.
So... 50% means that half the amount of time inside the gross wedge is spent inside
the white versus the black plus white.

If you take the spectrum of each one of these cases, which is by no means meant to
represent an all inclusive set of layering schemes, what you find is that different
layering and thickness cause different spectral signatures. You can then start using
such information to fingerprint and identify the layering you are imaging in your
seismic data.
Here for the single layer model is that relationship we saw earlier, where one over
the temporal thickness is the period of notching in the spectrum. The frequency
range for these displays is 0 to 100Hz.
Just as an aside, there are all sorts of attributes you can calculate from such spectra.
One example for instance: If you consider the number of layers, you find that it takes
eight small amplitude peaks before you hit the main large amplitude peak for a ninelayer case. For a seven-layer case it takes six small amplitude peaks before the main
large amplitude peak.
So, you can start extracting valuable information from these kinds of frequency
profiles.

Also, it is worth remembering that the spectral balancing step removes the spectral
colour, leaving behind the white interference pattern.
Whether you start with red impedance data or blue reflectivity data, spectral
balancing leads to equivalent white interference patterns. That is shown in this
poster.
At the top we see the impedance version of the wedge models.
Right below that is the spectral decomposition (pre spectral balancing) of those
impedance models.
Please note the red spectral colour that these spectra exhibit (i.e. higher amplitude at
lower frequencies, and lower amplitude at higher frequencies).
The third strip shows the spectral decomposition after spectral balancing (i.e. median
based scaling of each frequency component).
In this case, the spectral balancing has no wavelet to remove, so it simply removes
the spectral colour, leaving behind white layer interference.
The bottom half of this slide shows the same model set, but with reflectivity as the
starting point rather than impedance layering.
Once again, the spectral balancing does not have the wavelet to contend with. It
removes the blue spectral colour caused by using reflectivity as the starting point.
After spectral balancing, the spectral decomposition from the impedance is identical
to the spectral decomposition from reflectivity.

Here are the spectral balancing scalars extracted from the impedance and reflectivity
versions of the wedge models.
They are plotted as 1/scalar versus frequency instead of scalar versus frequency to

show the red spectral colour of the impedance data, and the blue spectral colour of
the reflectivity data.
Remember that there was no wavelet nor any noise in these models, so what we are
seeing represented by these scalars is the spectral colour associated with impedance
and reflectivity data.

If we plot these same scalars in log-log space, the spectral colour can be
approximated by a sloping straight line...but please note that the straight line
approximations do not take into account the wobbles at low frequencies or the knees
or breaks in slope that occur at higher frequencies.
What is causing such wobbles and knees?
This brings us right back to a time-frequency transform that we get exposed to during
introductory signal analysis courses; a transform that provides a way to invert
amplitude spectra to a layered model:
The boxcar to sinc function transform.

In order to do that analytic inversion we make use of sinc functions.
This slide shows the boxcar-sinc transform pair.
One of the first transforms we learn about in signal analysis is that a boxcar
transforms to a sinc function.
Well... a boxcar can be thought of as a layer in time, and if you remember those
cartoons at the start of the talk, you will notice that an impedance layer such as
what's shown here on the left, has a red spectral color.
In other words, impedance is rich in low frequencies.

The sinc function, centered on 0 Hz is rich in low frequencies and tapers off in
amplitude toward higher frequency... So, this links right back to spectral color in
impedance versus reflectivity.
Whereas a single boxcar or layer in time becomes a sinc function in frequency,
multiple boxcars or multiple layers become a summation of sincs.
The mathematical expression of the layer-to-sinc transform allows us to perturb
layering combinations and easily determine their spectral signatures.

This slide shows two amplitude spectra computed from a 300ms interval of an
impedance log.
The first spectrum, in blue, comes from a finely sampled impedance log.
The second spectrum, in magenta, comes from a best-fit, 5-layer representation of the
impedance log.
Differences between the spectra do occur at higher frequencies, but the overall shape
of the spectrum is maintained whether we transform the original finely sampled data
or the 5-layer representation.
If you now represent the finely sampled log by the best fit 10-layers rather than 5layers...

You see that the 10-layer representation brings you closer to the finely sampled case,
but the differences only occur at the higher frequencies.
Once again, the overall spectral shape remains consistent.
You can imagine that if you progressively increased the number of layers in the
fitting, you would progressively see improvement in higher and higher frequency

components. The end member would be the case where you fit a number of layers
that fully represent the finely sampled log. At that point, you would be back to the
(blue) finely sampled spectral shape.
The reason for this consistency in the overall spectral shape, is that the dominant
impedance building blocks that make up the contrasts within the analysis window
control the overall spectral shape.

If you think back to the coal reflection example we looked at previously (where the
strong reflections dominated the spectral shape, no matter how long the analysis
window), the same behaviour is at play here.
Strong impedance contrasts dominate the spectral shape.... and this spectral shape
can be modeled by a summation of sincs for those dominant impedance layers.

In practice, we approach layering characterization via a couple of ways.
One way involves classification using a library of models that cover the expected
range of layer stacking patterns for the area to be characterized. We then look up the
best match from a library of possibilities.
Another approach, which we more commonly use, is more open-ended. It involves an
analytic inversion of an amplitude spectrum to a set of layers that most closely match
the input real-data spectral shape.
The starting point for either approach is to compute a TuningCubetm...just as we
discussed during the first part of talk.
We start with a slab of data over a zone of interest.
Here for instance is an example 100-millisecond time window.

This time data has coloured layer interference, either red or blue depending on
whether the data type is impedance or reflectivity.
It has a wavelet overprint, and it has noise.
When you transform the data from time to frequency, simply transforming, does not
do anything to change what is embedded in the data. You still have interference,
wavelet and noise.
It is the subsequent spectral balancing step during which you split the information
according to frequency; i.e. a map for each frequency from low to high frequency,
where you scale the medium amplitude level of each map up to a target level, ...it is
this step that removes the color and the wavelet overprint.
Such balancing also removes absolute contrast.
So here for this cross-section, is the TuningCubetm before spectral balancing.
The dominant frequency of the wavelet was about 20 to 25Hz.
Here is the same TuningCubetm after spectral balancing; in other words after using
the statistic of the data to scale each frequency component so that each frequency
component is able to speak with an equal strength voice. After spectral balancing,
you are left with white layering interference and noise.
You no longer have to contend with the wavelet or whether you started with
impedance data or reflectivity data.
You no longer have to contend with tuning frequency and tuning thickness.
And since you are working with amplitude data, you do not have to contend with the
phase of the wavelet.

With that white layer interference in hand, you can now continue with a trace-bytrace classification against a user-defined spectral signatures deemed appropriate for
your area, field or reservoir...
Or... you can perform a constrained analytic inversion via summation of sincs to
determine an optimum layering scheme that best matches the observed spectral
signature.
For purposes of this discussion, let's look at the work-flow in terms of the
classification approach.
I compare the first trace (or white interference pattern) against all possibilities within
the look-up suite of spectra, and find the one that is the best match within the
available signal bandwidth.
When I find the best match I can cross-reference the reflectivity and the layering that
is associated with the chosen spectrum, and populate two new output volumes on a
trace-by-trace basis with the appropriate reflectivity and layering profiles.

The output volumes have the same (x,y) extents as the input TuningCubetm, but the
output vertical axis is back to travel-time time rather than frequency.
Here is an example cross-section from the output reflectivity, and here is an example
cross-section from the output layering.
Since we are using amplitude spectra alone to determine the layer stacking, the good
news is that we don't have to concern ourselves with the phase of the input data.
The bad news however, is that we don't know where to position the determined layerstacking sequence within the analysis window. In other words, we do not know
whether that layering should go near the top, bottom or the middle part of the
window.
Well... we don't want to subjectively force-fit such vertical placement.... so, we drop
the solution (i.e. the layer-stack) into the centre of the window, and deal with vertical
positioning during a subsequent step.

Since you now have your layering and reflectivity defined everywhere in (x,y), you
just cross correlate on a trace-by-trace basis the prediction versus the input data, that
was used for the TuningCubetm analysis.
Since the layering content in the prediction should be a good approximation of the
layering embedded within the real input data, the lead or lag of the maximum
amplitude within the cross-correlation will tell you how best to shift the model traces
vertically to best match the placement of the events within the flattened time window.
Once you apply this shift on a trace-by-trace basis, you are left with two slabs, one
layering and one reflectivity, where the events are now vertically positioned within
the allotted flattened time window. The reflectivity is filtered back to the bandwidth
of usable signal that is exhibited by the input data.
It is also re-sampled to the sample rate of the input data.
This filtered reflectivity model should look like the input data.
Comparing the two is one way to QC the prediction.
If the prediction does not look like the input, something has gone wrong and you need
to investigate what assumptions and constraints along the way were not appropriate.
The layering solution is output and maintained at as fine a sample rate as possible,
such as for example one millisecond.
The reason for such fine sampling is not that we think we can resolve 1ms thick beds,
but rather that we want to preserve the bed boundaries as best as possible.
Remember that the goal of the exercise is to produce a three dimensional
characterization of subsurface layering that can subsequently be used as a reservoir
model for fluid flow simulation purposes.
What if, for instance, you were trying to characterize a 6ms blocky bed?

If you had a 4ms sample rate to do so, it would be impossible to not smear the blocky
character of that bed over multiple samples.
On the other hand, if you had a 1ms sample rate, that 6ms blocky bed could be
represented very clearly with minimal smearing across samples.
Getting back to these output slabs...
Once you have these predictions of layering and reflectivity in a flattened slab form,
you can reposition that slab back to the structure it came from.
Since you know what it took to flatten the input slab, you then know what it takes to
unflatten the output slabs.
Once back on structure, you can examine entries and exits out of beds, rather than
seismic attributes such as peaks, troughs, and zero crossings.
So lets look at a few examples.

This one here this is from offshore Africa, where we had approximately 8-to-50-or60Hz of usable signal bandwidth.
Here is a spectral decomposition map view.
If you take a cross section through one of the two wells that were drilled in this area,
here is the hundred millisecond input time window that was analyzed.
Down below are the layering (in black) and also a filtered reflectivity corresponding
to that layering solution. This reflectivity solution was filtered back to the signal
bandwidth of the input data, and it is good to see that it looks like our input data.
This well intersected 6m sand.
Sonic log details of the sand, showed the sand velocity ranging between 9000 and
9500 feet per second.
So... 6m corresponds therefore to approximately 4 to 4.5 milliseconds. Overlaying 4
to 4.5 milliseconds via a red line here in this window that shows a close-up view of
where the well intersects, you find that the predicted layering is doing a nice job
matching the true thickness.
Even though we only had 8 to 50 or 60Hz to solve for this thin bed, we are getting
accurate thicknesses within the same order of magnitude as our input 4ms sample
rate.
Also, remember that this is a trace-by-trace operation. We are not guiding our
answers spatially from trace to trace. In other words, we are not forcing the layering
solution to be similar to the layering derived for adjacent traces.... so it is reassuring
to see were getting similar answers from left to right across the well penetration.
In this first example, we are way below conventional/traditional Tuning Thickness,
and this would be a concern if we were to use conventional / traditional techniques.
Since we are using spectral inversion after spectral balancing, we don't have to be

concerned about Tuning Thickness and Tuning Frequency as such. We can simply use
the whole available bandwidth of signal to predict the layering pattern that's inherent
in the spectral signature.

Here is another cross section, this time through this well right here.
This well was drilled on the down-thrown side of the fault.
Here once again is the input data and prediction.
This time, the zone-of-interest contained a 22-meter sand, a thickness just on the
other side of traditional tuning thickness for the given wavelet.
22 metres in this case corresponds to 17 to 19 milliseconds of two-way travel-time.
This true thickness is once again shown via the red lines in the close-up view.
Once again a good match between reality and prediction, and no need to concern
ourselves with Tuning Thickness and Tuning Frequency as such...plus you also see
the fault break right next to the well.

This next example is from the Gulf of Mexico.
In this case, the input was band-limited impedance rather than reflectivity.
Remember that since we are using amplitude spectra for determining the layering,
amplitude spectra are independent of phase, so it doesn't matter whether we start
with "90-degree phase band-limited impedance" or "0-degree phase reflectivity".
This cross-section transects a well location, and this well contains two sands, that is,
a sand body that has a shale break in the middle.
When you invert for the layering on a trace-by-trace basis, you find that the spectral
inversion is consistently predicting two layers with the shale break in the middle.

Here is a 10 millisecond scale bar, and so you can see that this correctly predicted
shale thickness is approximately the same order of magnitude as the 4ms sample rate
of the input data.
Since the starting point was band-limited impedance, rather than computing bandlimited reflectivity model and comparing it back against the input data, we simply
band-limit our layering solution to a 6 to 40Hz bandwidth and end up with a seismic
model of band-limited layering that can be compared against the input band-limited
impedance.

More often than not, you end up having to characterize complex-enough layer
stacking that it becomes difficult to use just a single window to do the
characterization.
In such cases, we proceed with a running window approach, where for example, in
this case we had 840 milliseconds of data that exhibited a fairly complex reflection
pattern that was not conducive to a single analysis window.
Rather than trying to do something with a single window, we proceeded with a
running window approach using the 6 to 40 Hz of usable signal bandwidth.
Here at the bottom, is the layering solution that comes out of that approach. Creating
a filtered reflectivity solution from that layering provides a seismic model that can be
compared against the input data.
These running-window approaches allow us to address more complex geology, via
multiple windows.

Here is another example from the Gulf of Mexico, this time showing a running-

window solution. We had 6-to-60hz of usable signal bandwidth. On the right is the
layering solution, on the left is a band limited impedance.

One question that often comes up is: How can we use this in conjunction with AVO?
Well, AVO is a very complementary technology.
Here is an example from offshore Africa, where the starting point was three volumes
shown at the top:
A far-offset reflectivity volume that responded to hydrocarbon-filled sand.
A bandlimited inversion volume from an incidence angle range that responded to
lithology irrespective of fluid fill...so to both hydrocarbon and brine filled sand, and
A near-offset reflectivity volume that responded to harder lithologies such as the
brine sands.
At the bottom are the running-window layering solutions, and you find that each of
the three layering solutions responds to the reflective material that was sensed by the
input volume. In other words, the far offset layering corresponds to layering that is
hydrocarbon-filled, while the layering derived from the bandlimited inversion
corresponds to the lithology irrespective of fluid fill.
In the middle, you see the seismic models derived from the layering solutions seismic models that can be compared with the input data for QC purposes.
In the case of the far and near offset models, they are the filtered reflectivity versions
of the layering. In the case of the bandlimited impedance model, it is simply a filtered
version of the layering.
With the three layering solutions in hand, we combined them via RGB blending: blue
for the softer hydrocarbon filled sand, green for the sand irrespective of fluid type
(brine or hydrocarbon), and red for the harder layers such as brine filled sand.

Looking at these blended solutions in plan view allows you to image the composite
layering.
At the hrz+6ms level, the transition from blue to yellow shows the spatial distribution
of the hydrocarbon-water contact. One of the main take-aways here is that if you only
had the far-offset volume to work with, you may think that the sand body ends at the
edge of the blue, whereas in fact the sand continues to the south-west and north east
as shown in yellow.
At hrz+ 40, 34ms deeper, the blue far-offset volume shows the hydrocarbon filled
channel. Meander segments that fall below the hydrocarbon water contact, in the
water leg require the angle of incidence restricted bandlimited inversion or nearoffset angles of incidence to be imaged.
Still deeper, at hrz+54ms, the hydrocarbon bearing valley shows up in blue. Pebbly
sandstone lag deposits, irrespective of fluid fill, are imaged by the near-offset and
bandlimited inversion because of the harder gravel dominated rock mass.

Switching gears now... from spectral inversion and StratCubetm
to fluid-flow simulation and FlowCubetm. In other words, taking that layering solution
and geological architecture, and using it at the seismic grid scale as a reservoir
model for investigations into dynamic flow simulation.
In this case we are looking at an area that is not yet on production.
The team was interested to see the effect of placing injectors and producers in
certain locations.
So, for the scenario in question, the producer locations are shown in red, and the
injector locations are shown in blue.

This pair of displays shows a synchronized view of drainage-fronts, from the producer
perspective on the left, and the flood-fronts, from the injector perspective, on the
right.
One question the team had, is whether there is injector to producer connectivity
across this shale break.
Remember that we are looking at a 2-D map view at one slice through a full 3-D
layering and flow solution.
Sure enough, in a three-dimensional sense, those flood-fronts make it across the shale
boundary to the producer.
This solution also points out that this whole area to the north is not being swept,
given this set of injector-producer locations.
Remember that the message here is not that this is the end-all, be-all of reservoir
modeling, but rather that this is a quick way to show what seismic is bringing to the
table in terms of connectivity, baffles, seals, bottlenecks, and paths of least resistance
in the reservoir.
It allows us to use the StratCubetm layer solution at its derived scale (with no
upscaling) to determine seismic derived compartmentalization and dynamic
connectivity.

In addition to capturing drainage fronts and flood fronts, such simulation experiments
provide glimpses into potential pressure solutions, journey times, flood and drainage
areas, and bottlenecks via a speed volume. You would expect the speed to be high at
well penetrations; high-speed zones away from wells indicate potential bottlenecks to
flow.
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Here is an example from Schiehallion, a field that is on production with a number of
injector and producer wells.
This slide shows an extraction from a running window solution at Schiehallion field,
through a well location.
On the left is the StratCubetm layering solution. On the right is the input seismic data.
In the middle is a filtered reflectivity model based on the StratCubetm layering
solution.

Here on the upper left you see a single slice from the StratCubetm layering solution.
In this case red is the reflective reservoir material and blue is the background.
In this case we know where the injector and producer locations are, and all we did
was use the layering solution (StratCubetm) as a reservoir model, put in the injector
and producer locations, and turned on the streamline flow simulator.
That allowed us to characterize flood-front behaviour, shown here on the center-top,
and a drainage-front behaviour, shown in the upper-right. The flood fronts show the
paths of least resistance from the injectors to the producers... so where the contours
are moving (where the blue colour shows up) is where the pressure is building up
from the injectors.
The drainage fronts indicate what is happening from the perspective of the producer
locations.
If you compare the flood-front picture from the StratCubetm-FlowCubetm work-flow,
to results from full-field modeling, that required substantially more manpower and
time, you find that there is a pretty good match between the two approaches.

The full-field model showed no connectivity across these main faults.
The pressured-up zones are shown in red.
These red high-pressure zones correspond very nicely to the blue flood-front zones
here, here, here, here, and here. A nice match between the significantly more
exhaustive full-field model and the quick StratCubetm-FlowCubetm exercise that takes
you from seismic to layering to fluid flow simulation (indicating baffles,
compartments, paths of least resistance, etc...) in a day.

I have one more example, this one from onshore, and I wanted to include it because
in addition to looking at the 3-D layering model, the interpretation team was
interested in displaying the resulting layering solution in map view as a facies map.
They color-coded each surface location according to the number of layers that were
predicted, and within each layer population, they shaded the color to indicate net-togross travel time within the gross layering package.
What they found is that this map provided information that was consistent with welllog derived facies information at well penetrations.
Subsequent FlowCubetm streamline simulation indicated good connectivity through
the layers in the main facies area.
We also investigated connectivity, or lack of connectivity in this case, in the eastern
facies area.
This was done by placing an injector well as shown here, and surrounding it with
producers to determine the volume of connected layering.
The area indicated in blue was the only area connected to this injector location.
I would like to know finish up with some thoughts regarding what it takes to do this
kind of work.

Quality Data
The whole premise of "Garbage In - Garbage out" really applies.
We are often faced with many variations in noise types, both random and coherent.
Prior to spectral decomposition analysis, it is important to: 1) capture and preserve as
much signal bandwidth as possible via care in acquisition and processing, and
2) target and isolate, specific rock and fluid properties during processing.
In other words, Spectral Decomposition and Inversion expose the signal that is
present. These technologies do not create signal from noise.
Having said that, in poor signal areas, where conventional full-bandwidth methods
often have difficulty, spectral decomposition is often able to reveal geologic content
that would otherwise go un-noticed.

An evolving toolkit that facilitates creative thinking, and provides a framework for
research, algorithm development, implementation, and application.
At BP we have such a toolkit in the form of Unix Seismic Processing (USP).
There is a non-proprietary version of that toolkit, out on the Internet,
and if you're interested, you can find out more information about it at:
www.freeusp.org

Another thing it takes, is our evolving High Performance Computing Center. This is
not so much for the spectral decomposition, but rather for the compute intensive
spectral inversion.
On site, at BP, we have one of the most powerful commercial computing centers in
any industry, anywhere in the world.
Tasks that would traditionally be unrealistic to perform,
taking many months of computing time,
become not only realistic,
but also are turned around in a fraction of the time.
This not only enables us to pursue the road-ahead,
it allows significantly greater scope, breadth and certainty along the way.

And last but not least.... It takes a stable and conducive working environment that
fosters collaboration.
Really two complementary parts to this:
1. The stable conducive working environment that provides the time and space
for rapid progress, and
2. Within that environment, a group of people with the necessary
complementary skills and experience to get us down the road.
To be spectral decomposition specific, developing this technology and extending its
impact to areas such as reservoir simulation and time-lapse characterization, has
come-about and continues to do-so via collaboration among people with

complementary multi-disciplinary skills.
At BP we've been extraordinarily fortunate in terms of both the environment and
exceptional colleagues and collaborations.
To finish up with, a few closing comments first regarding the first part of the
presentation dealing with spectral decomposition.

Spectral decomposition opens the door to a non-traditional satellite imaging type
approach to seismic interpretation.
It can be used qualitatively to reveal stratigraphic and/or structural edges as well as
relative thickening and thinning.
It can also be used quantitatively... and that is what we focused on during the second
half of the presentation.
TuningCubetm maps usually exhibit much more fidelity than full bandwidth
conventional attributes or amplitude.
Fault definition is often superior to conventional edge detection methods.
And of course, as always, it is very important to integrate and balance insight gained
from all available multi-disciplinary information. This gets us a better understanding
of the subsurface.

In regard to spectral inversion, I would like to leave you with some considerations
regarding resolution and detection.
Traditional considerations involve a constant awareness of the source wavelet shape,
and its associated tuning thickness.
The approaches discussed here, are not controlled by the wavelet shape. We remove

the wavelet shape and spectral colour, and reveal a bandwidth of signal that can be
used for interpretation...This provides a significantly different view regarding limits
of resolution and detection...a view that depends on the available signal bandwidth,
signal to noise at each frequency, complexity and gross thickness of the layer
stacking pattern, and the impedance contrasts.

The resulting layering model:
•
•
•
•

is not sensitive to wavelet phase
is not sensitive to the amplitude spectrum shape of the source wavelet
does not require any detailed control horizons to be picked, and
does not require well-log control/guidance during the characterization.

Geological control is brought in after the characterization as a form of quality control
and feedback.

It's worth re-iterating that we are not after a more detailed impedance profile, but
rather that the goals are:
•
•

to enable fast and accurate characterizations of three dimensional layering
architecture in the subsurface, and
to facilitate investigations into fluid flow behaviour.

The work-flows presented here, allow us to automate a large amount of work, by

separating out various pieces of the puzzle in both the time and frequency domain.
One of the key work-flow steps that allows us to separate out the geological content
from the seismic wavelet content, is the spectral balancing - the regional median
amplitude scaling of each frequency component, that allows each component can
speak with equal strength voice.
After such spectral balancing, you can extract thickness and layering from the phase
independent amplitude spectra.
Once the layer-stacking is identified, you can subsequently position that layering
within the analysis window via cross-correlation in the time domain, thereby
separating positioning from characterization.
It is also worth mentioning that we do all of this work in temporal thickness and then
convert the layering to depth.
This allows us to separate out the uncertainty associated the velocity model that is
required to go from time to depth, from the uncertainty associated with the
positioning, from the uncertainty associated with the layer-stacking identification.
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A few acknowledgments to finish up.
First of all, Chuck Webb and Craig Cooper from the management side, for
recognizing the value of these technologies early on and supporting their
development.
•
•

Chuck Webb in the late 80s and early 90s during the development of spectral
decomposition, and
Craig Cooper during the last five years for his support of R&D into spectral
inversion, StratCubetm and FlowCubetm.

I would also like to acknowledge the team that I have been fortunate enough to
collaborate with and that continues to advance these multi-disciplinary work-flows:
Michael Bush, Paul Garossino, Paul Gutowski, Mark Mansfield and Glynn Williams.
There is also the team that I work for, called the Unix Seismic Processing (USP)
Team. USP, the team and the toolkit, provides a technical framework for research
and development, application, and creative thinking that enables us to pursue workflows such as you've been introduced to today.
I should mention that there is an external version of the USP toolkit available via the
Internet at www.freeusp.org.
From there, you can download most of the USP tools that we have available internally
at BP. It is a fully functioning toolkit for signal analysis and processing.

I would also like to thank the BP user community for their feedback along the way;
Also, the interpretive processing teams at Amoco's research lab in Tulsa where I
worked during the mid 90's for their valuable feedback.
A big thanks you to the SEG for the invitation and sponsorship of the Distinguished
Lecture program.
Also to BP for the permission to present this material for you today.
Last but not least, thank you for attending the presentation.....for your time and
attention.

Last but not least, I would like to thank the various partners and vendors for their
permission to include examples.

